Peppers
Olympus

Sweet Bell
Pepper

Large flavorful bell peppers. Widely adapted, Olympus has
performed well in both the South as well as warmer regions in the
North. Medium size plants with good leaf cover. High-yielding,
uniform fruit with good flavor. High resistance to bacterial leaf spot
races 1-3.
Johnny’s Selected Seeds

King of the
North

Sweet Bell
Pepper

King Arthur

Sweet Bell
Pepper

A good choice if you want early marketable blocky peppers. Back in
the late ’80s when Seed Savers Exchange co-founder Kent Whealy
keynoted at the Common Ground Fair, we asked him to suggest a
pepper that would ripen in the North. His suggestion was King and it
has been our most popular open-pollinated bell ever since. Prone to
blossom-drop in heat.
Fedco Seeds
For early production of large green or red bells. Plants are large and
early to bear big crops of large, thick-walled fruits. Widely adapted.
High resistance to bacterial leaf spot races 1–3, 7, and 8, and potato
virus Y.
Johnny’s Selected Seeds

Milena

Sweet Bell
Pepper

Blocky orange pepper for heated and unheated tunnels.
Milena's resilient plants perform well in both low-tech greenhouses
and unheated tunnels. The medium-large to large fruits are deep
orange and have very good flavor. High resistance to potato virus Y,
tobamovirus races 0-3; and intermediate resistance to tobacco etch
virus and tomato spotted wilt virus.
Johnny’s Selected Seeds

Gourmet

Sweet Bell
Pepper

A blockbuster variety for yield, quality and flavor. These sturdy
plants bear big, plump, juicy-sweet peppers that ripen to a gorgeous
glossy orange. Plants are both vigorous and high yielding with
excellent disease resistance. Gourmet Orange peppers are real
beauties, heavy for their size, with thick walls, crunchy texture and
fine sweet taste. Enjoy their delicious crispy flesh as a snack right
out of the garden and use them for colorful, nutritious grilling,
salads, stir frying or sautés.
Renee’s Garden

Heirloom
Italian
Sunset Mix

Sweet
Peppers

Italia

Sweet Pepper

California
Wonder
Pepper

Sweet Bell
Pepper

Beautiful heirloom mix yields huge, elongated tapering fruits with
thick, meaty flesh that mature to rich red, yellow or orange. Perfect
for snacking, salads, sautees, or roasting.
Renee’s Garden
This corno-di-toro (“horn of the bull”) type of sweet pepper earned
high marks from Seed Savers Exchange staff at a 2014 tasting at our
Heritage Farm headquarters. Curved, tapered fruit mature from
green to red, have thin walls, and taste very sweet (not hot). Erect
plants grow 14-28"" tall and have sparse branching, green leaves
and stems with light-purple nodes, and white flowers. Mature fruit
reach 5-7"" long and 1.5-3"" wide. Introduced in 1987 by Johnny’s
Selected Seeds of Albion, Maine, this variety has been shared within
the SSE Yearbook Exchange community ever since. 70-80 days from
transplant.
Seed Savers Exchange
An old-time favorite since 1928 for good reason! 'California
Wonder's' large, uniform shape makes it ideal for stuffing. Delicious
grilled, they are perfect for shish kabobs. Peppers left on the plant
will turn a beautiful, bright red, and have more vitamin C than an
orange! Good container variety, and dependable performer even in
short season climates.

Habanada

Sweet Pepper

Jedi Jalpeno

Hot Pepper

Black Magic
Jalapeno

Hot Pepper

El Eden
Guajillo

Hot Pepper

Botanical Interests
All the floral sweetness of the famous habanero, minus the burn.
100 days to maturity; 70 days for green peppers.
Through years of crossing, selection and DNA analysis, Michael
Mazourek, at Cornell University, discovered how to limit the
habanero’s heat while preserving its floral and melon-like flavors.
The resulting “Habanada” is aromatic with lingering sweetness, and
it defies everything we’ve come to expect from a pepper. You can
eat them green and unripe for a potent hit of aroma or savor the
habanadas’ full potential as a bright orange flavor bomb.
Row 7 Seed Company

Jedi's fruits avg. 4–4 1/2" and are slow to check (show small cracks
in skin). The large plant produces over a long harvest window,
especially in regions with a long growing season. Our jalapeño
variety with the highest potential yield. High resistance to bacterial
leaf spot races 1-3.
Johnny’s Selected Seeds
Extra-dark with traditional checking. The darkest jalapeño we offer.
Fruits avg. 3 1/2–3 3/4" and exhibit "checking" (small cracks in the
skin) that indicates the fruits are ready for harvest. They may be
harvested before checking, but the harvest window for this is
shorter. The productive, medium-size plants have a high yield
potential. The extra-dark green color is a significant advancement in
jalapeño breeding. Intermediate resistance to bacterial leaf spot
races 1–3
Johnny’s Selected Seeds
Guajillo for Mexican mole. Tall, strong plants produce high yields of
smooth, 7-8" fruit. Only slightly hot, this type is often used for mole.

It also makes excellent powder. Not recommended for fresh use, as
the skins are relatively tough. Popular in Mexico.
Johnny’s Selected Seeds
Impala Serrano Hot Pepper

Red Paper
Lantern
Habanero

Cucumbers
Bush Slicer

Lemon

Very Hot
Pepper

Container
Cucumber

New! Traditional-sized serrano. Impala's fruits average 3–3 1/2" and
are borne on large, bushy plants. The dark green fruits are
traditionally used green but also make fine chipotles if allowed to
ripen to red.
Johnny’s Selected Seeds
Exclusive! Earlier and more productive than regular habaneros.
Magnificent, elongated and wrinkled, red, lantern-shaped fruits are
3-4" long. Early maturing for a habanero. Tall plants. Bred by Janika
Eckert.
Johnny’s Selected Seeds
Bush Slicer offers juicy slicing cucumbers in record time on dwarf
bushes, perfect for small space or container gardens. The straight, 6
to 8 inch-long fruits have smooth, tender skin with small seed
cavities and sweet, crisp flesh. These sturdy indeterminate hybrid
vines yield strong crops in both cool conditions and real summer
heat. Bush Slicer is resistant to powdery mildew, cucumber mosaic
virus and scab. Enjoy this space-saving cucumber in delicious salads
from your own patio this season.
Renee’s Garden
The Lemon cucumber is very tender, clean, crisp and sweet taste
that is never bitter! This variety is a great cucumber for salads and
pickling. Don't be fooled by this heirloom's unusual shape, these
bright yellow balls are excellent for salads and pickling! This plant
produces regular-sized vines that yield heavily and for a long time.
Urban Farmer

Marketmore
76

Popular OP variety. Long, slender, dark green cucumbers. The
slender, refined "Marketmore look" has long been the standard for
slicing cucumbers in the North. 8–9" fruits stay uniformly dark green
even under weather stress. Begins bearing late, but picks for a
relatively long time. High resistance to scab; and intermediate
resistance to cucumber mosaic virus, and powdery mildew.
Johnny’s Selected Seeds

Eggplants
Gaudi

Bell Shaped

F-1 hybrid. An eggplant sui generis as the architectural work of its
Catalan namesake Antoni Gaudí. Dark purple 7–8" tapered half-long
bell-shaped fruit with a thornless light green calyx.
Fedco Seeds

Galine

Bell Shaped

High-yielding Black Bell type. Very glossy, uniform, black to purple
fruits are 6-7" long by 3-4" in diameter. Strong plants produce early,
firm fruits. High yielding, even in the North.
Johnny’s Selected Seeds

Diamond

Bell Shaped

Known for excellent texture and flavor, this variety bears darkpurple eggplants with green-tinted flesh that are 9" long and 3" in
diameter. The fruits are borne in clusters of four to six on 2'-tall
plants, disease-resistant, and rarely bitter. Seed Savers Exchange
collected the variety from the Ukraine in 1993.
Seed Savers Exchange

Pingtung Long

Asian

Long Ping Tung Eggplant Seeds originate from Ping Tung, Taiwan.
Plants are disease resistant and do well even in heat. Fruits
produced are 12-18” long and 1.25” wide. They are various shades
of purple. After 65-90 days, fruits should be ready for harvest, and
can be removed from the plant by cutting the stem 1” away from
the fruit. Fruits are sweet and tender with no bitter taste. They can

be eaten without being skinned or cooked and still retain their
sweetness.
Kitazawa Seed Co.
Orient Express

Asian

The most dependable Asian eggplant. High-yielding plants produce
armloads of attractive, slender, and glossy fruits 8-10" long by 1 ½”2 ½” diameter. Ready up to 2 weeks before other early varieties and
sets fruit in cool weather and under heat stress. Tender, delicately
flavored, and quick cooking.
Johnny’s Selected Seeds

Traviata

Italian Style

These shiny, deep purple Italian-type eggplants set fruit all season
long. Fruit grow to a uniform 6-8 inches but can be picked at an
earlier stage for delicious baby eggplant; the healthy, upright plants
will just keep 'em coming! Traviata has excelled through less-thanideal seasonal conditions and even managed to grow past some
heavy flea beetle pressure where other varieties struggled.
Territorial Seed Company

Asian Greens
Central Red
Mizuna

Mustard

Hybrid. Non-GMO. Brassica juncea. 20-25 days to baby leaf, 40-55
days to maturity. Cool season annual. With more deeply cut leaves
than regular Mizuna, this attractive purple stem variety adds color
and texture to baby leaf mixes.
Kitazawa Seed Company

Red Choi

Cabbage

Hybrid. Non-GMO. Brassica rapa Chinensis group. 10-15 days
microgreens; 20-30 days baby leaf; 45 days full maturity. Cool
season annual. This special hybrid pak choi has dark red leaves with
green undersides. At maturity the petioles are light green. It has a

delightful flavor. A colorful addition to a microgreens mix. Harvest as
baby leaf and at full maturity.
Kitazawa Seed Company
Big Stem
Broccoli

Broccoli

Dash

Spinach

Okame

Spinach

Suiho

Broccoli /
Kale

Chinese Broccoli - Big Stem. Heirloom, Non-GMO. Brassica oleracea
var alboglabra. 60 days. Cool season annual. Chinese broccoli is a
popular Chinese green vegetable and is grown for its stalks and
leaves. This open pollinated variety has deep green color, good
flavor and BIG stems that are crisp and excellent for slicing. Stems
are 12-18" at harvest, tolerant to cold, and slow bolting.
Kitazawa Seed Company
Chinese Broccoli - Big Stem. Heirloom, Non-GMO. Brassica oleracea
var alboglabra. 60 days. Cool season annual. Chinese broccoli is a
popular Chinese green vegetable and is grown for its stalks and
leaves. This open pollinated variety has deep green color, good
flavor and BIG stems that are crisp and excellent for slicing. Stems
are 12-18" at harvest, tolerant to cold, and slow bolting.
Kitazawa Seed Company
Okame - Hybrid. Non-GMO. Spinacea oleracea. AKA bo cai, bo tsai,
horenso. 50-55 days. Warm season annual. An early-maturing
hybrid, this Japanese variety is recommended for summer harvest as
it tolerates hot, dry conditions, is slow to bolt, and has good
resistance to downy mildew. This variety has thick, medium green
lobed leaves and is resistant to downy mildew 1 & 2 and high
tolerance to 3. Prefers mild and cool temperatures.
Kitazawa Seed Company
Suiho - Hybrid. Non-GMO. Brassica oleracea var alboglabra. Also
known as Noble Jade or Emerald Green variety and is medium
maturing. 50-55 days. Cool season annual. This variety of Chinese
kale/broccoli has round medium green leaves that are slightly

wrinkled with 3/4" thick stems. The thick stem is shorter and thicker
than Ryokuho variety yet tender and crispy making this a grower
choice. The plant grows about 14" tall and is semi-spreading.
Kitazawa Seed Company
Herbs
Prospera®
Compact DMR

Outstanding, compact Genovese basil with downy mildew and
Fusarium resistance. The dense, slow-bolting plants produce large,
3–4", dark green, glossy, heavily cupped leaves. Traditional
Genovese aroma. Uniform plants with short spaces between leaves
produce high yields. Excellent for live plant, container, and
hydroponic production, as well as gardens. Well-suited for leaf and
tip harvest.
Johnny’s Selected Seeds

Prospera®
DMR (F1)

Amsterdam
Seasoning
Celery

Multi-use Genovese basil with downy mildew and Fusarium
resistance. Glossy, deep green leaves with authentic Genovese
aroma are 3" long and beautifully cupped. A semi-compact plant
with medium-length internodes.
Johnny’s Selected Seeds
Herb

A traditional Continental favorite, seasoning celery resembles big
Italian parsley plants. This useful kitchen herb is grown for its sprays
of glossy, celery-flavored leaves; it does not form thick stalks. The
savory leaves have an intense celery taste that adds a rich, mellow
undercurrent of flavor to stews, soups, casseroles, or any slow
cooking dish. Use the leafy sprigs in everyday cooking or just air dry
the leaves to keep their sweet pungent flavor for long-term use.
Renee’s Garden

Cilantro

Coriander. Also known as Chinese Parsley or Cilantro, you can use
both the seeds and the leaves for flavoring. This variety is slow to
bolt, very cold resistant, and easy to grow.
Seeds from Italy

Leafy Diana Dill

Heirloom dill's feathery blue-green leaves have a fine aromatic scent
that is delicious in green salads, eggs & with potatoes, or rice.
Blossoms bring butterflies to the garden.
Renee’s Garden

English Thyme

Herb

Mexican
Tarragon

Kale
Lacinato

Easy to grow heirloom garden staple with mounds of cascading tiny
aromatic leaves. A basic herb for all Mediterranean cuisines with a
wide range of uses in the kitchen. Perennial.
Renee’s Garden
Mexican tarragon is a type of marigold that produces delicious
leaves with notes of anise. It can be used as a substitute for French
tarragon, and it is easier to grow in heat and humidity, while being
fairly drought tolerant. The leaves have a stronger flavor so less is
needed to flavor a dish. Excellent container herb that can be grown
indoors during the winter. Also called Mexican Mint and Spanish,
Texas, or Winter tarragon.
Botanical Interests

Italian
Heirloom

This unique heirloom’s thick crinkled leaves are a beautiful deep
blue-green that is an absolute standout in the garden. Lacinato has a
fine, sweet, full flavor; never strong or overbearing. This distinctive
Italian favorite (also nicknamed “dinosaur kale” because of its

primeval appearance) is both cold and heat tolerant in all climate
zones. You can harvest big delicious bouquets of nutrition-packed,
richly-colored leaves for months to steam, sauté, braise or use in
hearty soups and stews.
Renee’s Garden
Especially tender, mild & simply delicious Siberian heirloom kale mix
with blue-green frilled leaves. Highly nutritious, long-standing,
weather tolerant and wonderfully ornamental.
Renee’s Garden
60 days. One of the most winter-hardy kales, Winterbor has finely
curled, thick, blue-green leaves. Very vigorous, it can grow up to 2
feet, developing an abundance of ruffled leaves. A magnificent early
spring and late fall kale.
Territorial Seeds

Wild Garden
Frills

Heirloom

Winterbor

F-1 Hybrid

Tomatoes
Pompeii Roma

Plum

Imported from Italy where tomato breeding is a passion, the tall
productive vines of Pompeii load up early with heavy clusters of big
elongated plum tomatoes with rich flavored meaty flesh. This great
tasting, traditional “Roma” type tomato has been endowed with
new hybrid vigor and disease resistance for heavy harvests over a
long season. You’ll fill baskets with delicious fruit to use fresh or
simmer in thick, tasty sauces with plenty to can or freeze to warm
up winter’s kitchen.
Renee’s Garden

San Marzano

Plum

The Real Thing! Treasured old Italian variety whose reliable heavy
yields of plump, elongated fruit taste great fresh picked and stand
out for cooking into rich, thick sauce.
Fedco Seeds

Cipolla’s Pride

Plum

Large, refined sauce tomato. Tough plants produce impressive yields
of high-quality 10–16 oz. fruits in a concentrated set, which is ideal
for home gardeners harvesting for canning and sauce. The flavor is
fantastic and fully developed. Dry texture ensures fruits cook down
quickly. Selected by the Cipolla family and submitted to us by Larry
Cipolla of Minnesota. The original seeds were brought to Brooklyn,
NY from Sicily in 1906 by Larry's great grandfather, Emilio. The
variety was then grown for decades on the 20-acre family
homestead in Connecticut where it was lovingly referred to as
"Grandpa's Tomato". Larry continued to select the variety, renaming
it Cipolla's Pride. Indeterminate.
Johnny’s Selected Seeds

Sungold

Cherry

Intense fruity flavor. Exceptionally sweet, bright tangerine-orange
cherry tomatoes leave everyone begging for more. Vigorous plants
start yielding early and bear right through the season. Tendency to
split precludes shipping, making these an exclusively fresh-market
treat. The taste can't be beat. 15-20 gm. fruits. High resistance to
fusarium wilt and tobacco mosaic virus. Indeterminate.
Johnny’s Selected Seeds

Hartmann’s
Yellow
Gooseberry

Cherry

Originally from the J. M. Hartman and Daughters Seed Company in
Indianapolis, Indiana. Hundreds of large yellow cherry tomatoes per
plant. Mildly sweet flavor adds good color to salads and salsa.
Indeterminate, 75 days from transplant.
Seed Savers Exchange

Chadwick’s
Cherry

Cherry

Climbing, heavily laden vines produce large sized cherries with rich,
full tomato flavor. Heirloom favorite of Alan Chadwick, a true Grand
Master of sustainable, organic techniques in the US.
Renee’s Garden

Red Zebra

Slicing

A natural cross between Tom Wagner’s Green Zebra and an
unknown parent. Discovered by Jeff Dawson in his California fields
and listed in the 2003 SSE Yearbook. Gorgeous 2½" round fruits are
blood-red overlaid with jagged carrot-orange stripes. Top quality
uniform strain, very productive. Slightly tart flavor. Indeterminate,
75-80 days from transplant.
Seed Savers Exchange

Ukrainian
Purple

Plum

Chianti Rose

Slicing

Original stock of this variety came from Irma Henkel in Ukraine.
Plum-shaped fruits are 3-4" long and weigh 6 ounces, generally
crack-free. Great flavor, sweet and meaty. Plants are very
productive. Indeterminate, 80 days from transplant.
Seed Savers Exchange
This big, beautiful beefsteak tomato with fabulous flavor is a cross
between the famous pink Brandywine and a treasured family variety
from Italy. Juicy, flavorful, and heavy in the hand, Chianti Rose
tomatoes are thin skinned with smooth, creamy flesh and glowing
rosy-red color. The strong vigorous vines with potato leaf foliage
tolerate cooler summers and are more crack-resistant and uniform
than other large-fruited heirlooms.
Renee’s Garden

Mountain
Magic

Saladette

Excellent flavor and late blight resistance. Mountain Magic produces
high yields of 2 oz., bright red, round salad tomatoes with very
sweet flavor. The uniform, crack-resistant fruits may be truss
harvested. Great in salads or right off the vine. High resistance
to Fusarium wilt races 1, 2, and 3, late blight, and Verticillium wilt;
and intermediate resistance to early blight. Indeterminate.
Johnny’s Selected Seeds

Sweet Prince

Saladette

A basic-looking tomato that tastes anything but, combining uniform
abundance in the field with sweet and vibrant flavor. Very versatile
in the kitchen—if you can resist eating them raw. Resistant to
verticillium wilt, fusarium wilt and late blight, with moderate
resistance to early blight foliage symptoms. 65 days from transplant.
Row 7 Seeds

Midnight
Roma

Plum

A deep purple-red paste tomato packed with phytonutrients. In the
rows, it will stop you in your tracks. In the kitchen, this purple
wonder shines for its quick cook time and memorable flavor. 80
days to maturity. Semi-determinate. Purple color increases with
direct sun; consider plant maintenance to increase exposure. 80
days from transplant to maturity
Row 7 Seeds

Yellow Pear

Pear-Shaped

Tangerine

Slicing

Mexico Midget

Cherry

San Marzano II

Plum

An indeterminate, early, yellow pear-shaped cherry tomato. A very
heavy producer with bright yellow color. Somewhat resistant to
cracking.
Seeds from Italy
Heirloom producing intense glowing-orange, juicy slicing tomatoes,
heavy for their size with mild, sweet flavor and creamy texture. The
tall, sturdy vines produce heavy yields over a long season.
Renee’s Garden
Winner of SSE’s 2014 Tomato Tasting. Hundreds of ½-¾" dark red
cherry tomatoes on each plant. Huge tomato flavor for such small
fruits. Great for salads or selling in pints. Plants produce throughout
the entire growing season. Indeterminate, 60-70 days from
transplant.
Seed Savers Exchange
High-quality strain of this classic heirloom paste tomato.

San Marzano is considered one of the best paste tomatoes of all
time, with old-world look and taste. Whole 4–6 oz. tomatoes peel
easily and cook down quickly. Various strains of San Marzano exist;
this strain was selected by tomato breeder Emily Rose Haga from
seeds from the USDA gene bank, which is designed to preserve
genetic diversity and increase food security. The strain originates
from Parma, Italy, where it was developed for the 1950's canning
industry. This strain has a very traditional San Marzano shape and
appearance as well as a vibrant red color. Indeterminate.
Johnny’s Selected Seeds
Flowers
Pacific Beauty
Mix Calendula

Resina
Calendula

Alumia Crème
Brulee
Marigold

he classic lovely yellow and orange mix. Herbalists highly regard its
healing gifts for treating skin conditions from sunburn to abrasions.
Annual. Especially attractive to pollinators.
Fedco Seeds
The best calendula for making tinctures and oils and the one Deb
Soule grows at Avena Botanicals. Its medium-sized single blooms
with small eyes are extremely resinous, coating your fingers or
clippers while you harvest flowers. The medicinal sticky resins
impart a pleasant odor. Blossoms are primarily bright yellow with
yellow centers. A few will be orange with light orange centers.
Cheery flowers, good medicine. Annual. Especially attractive to
pollinators.
Fedco Seeds
Alumia Creme Brulee blooms early and continues for a long season
with anemone-shaped, 2.5 in. bicolor warm yellow and coppery red
flowers. Robust, well-branched plants grow 10-12 in. tall, and spread
slightly wider. Plant in patio containers or in the front of garden
beds.
Swallowtail Seeds

Bonanza Deep
Orange
Marigold

Durango Mix
Marigold

Queen Sophia
Marigold

Alaska Mix
Nastturtium

Large and luminous deep-orange, 2-2½ in. wide flowers. Bonanza
Deep Orange is the deepest orange crested French marigold. Plants
are early flowering and heavy blooming, with upright and branching
growth to 10-12 in. tall.
Swallowtail Seeds
Extra-large blooms with outstanding uniformity.
Highly branching plants. A good choice for packs, pots, and garden
planting. Bloom size is 2–2 1/2". Attracts beneficial insects such as
hoverflies. Also known as French marigold. Edible Flowers: Use the
flowers to dress up salads and desserts or cooked in egg or rice
dishes. Flavor is floral with hints of citrus and spice, and slightly
bitter. Remove the petals from the flower base before consuming as
the base can be quite bitter. Ht. 8–12".
Johnny’s Selected Seeds
Dark orange petals rimmed in gold. Queen Sophia, with its 2 1/2–3"
blooms, continues to be a favorite around the world. Attracts
beneficial insects such as hoverflies. Leaves of the plant are edible
and are used as flavorful salad greens and garnish. Also known as
French marigold. AAS winner. Edible Flowers: Use the flowers to
dress up salads and desserts or cooked in egg or rice dishes. Flavor is
floral with hints of citrus and spice, and slightly bitter. Remove the
petals from the flower base before consuming as the base can be
quite bitter. Ht. 10–12".
Johnny’s Selected Seeds
Striking variegated green and white foliage will make a formidable
bush if you feed it heavily. But go easy on the nitrogen if you want
to eat lots of its tangy yellow and orange blossoms. Edible flowers
with spicy sweet fragrance lend a peppery-sweet taste to salads,
leaves also edible. A great plant for hanging baskets. 16".
Fedco Seeds

Empress of
India
Nasturtium

Hailed as a “great novelty” when introduced in 1884, and still
popular today. Dark purplish-green edible leaves and stems make a
perfect background for the edible spicy-hot brilliant crimson-scarlet
flowers that stand out in bold relief. A good contrast with other
nasturtium varieties. Do not feed heavily. 16" plants.
Fedco Seeds

Peach Melba
Nasturtium

Named for the dessert—peaches with raspberry sauce—that
Escoffier created to honor 19th-century operatic soprano Nellie
Melba. Recommended by Eva Sommaripa and other growers who
treasure its unique delicacy. Primrose-cream edible blossoms with
pearly red centers look like miniature cut peaches with dollops of
sauce. Sets its abundant blooms above the compact edible lily-pad
foliage.
Fedco Seeds

Snapdragon
Tetra Mix
Snapdragon

Petunias
Daddy Mix
Mixed
Petunias

Robust, scented flowers in an abundance of colors hearken back to
old-fashioned annual cutting gardens. The undeniable vintage charm
of this semi-dwarf snapdragon, which grows from 18-24" high,
enlivens garden beds and borders, as well as bouquets. Annual.
Seed Savers Exchange

